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MOLDOFSKY, 2720 Bryr. M.rr Avenue, telephone

LOngbeach 1-7891, advised that he and his brother, SIDNEY,
were in business as the Shelby Printing Company, 328 South
Jefferson Street, Chicago, Illinois, from approximately 1938
to 1944 . Prior to 1938, he was affiliated with the Globe
Printing and Embossing Company, Chicago, Illinois .

He stated that in the latter part of December,
1941, or early January, 1942, he and EDWARD SCHWARTZ came
upon the idea of promoting a "Remember Pearl Harbor" plaque .
SC`HWARTZ, according to MOLDOFSKY, said that he had the right

man for the distribution and sale of the plaque, namely
"SPARKY" RUBENSTEIN . Mr . MOLDOFSKY stated that RLBENS^EIN
is identical with JACK RUBY, who shot and killed LEE HARVEY
OSWALD .

MOLDOFSKY stated that he did not know JACK PLBY

well and could recall no specific details concerning him.
He stated that there were problems in getting out the
"Remember Pearl Harbor" plaque because none of the proofs

were acceptable to RUBY, whom SCHWARTZ described as a
"perfectionist ." He stated that it took anywhere from
four to six weeks to develop a proof that was acceptable
to RUBY and by that time, the market was flooded with the
"Remember Pearl Harbor" idea and their promotion never
materialized .

MOLDOFSKY stated that the entire business -elatioa-

ship with RUBY was handled by SCHWARTZ . ! ;-is also included

the filing of the copyright for the p-onotional idea .

	

-
said that the name Liberty Distributing Company soended-iana ear

to him, but he could not associate it with JACK ECB'?. MOLDOFSKY

stated that hc, SCHWARTZ and the RUBENSPEINs lived in the same

general neighborhood in Chicago around Roosevelt Road and

California Avenue . He said he knew nothing of JACK RUBY's
personal life and only recalls meeting JACK RUBY's brother,
EARL, who also was a novelty salesman in the Chicago area .

He stated that he did not know enough about EARL to offer
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any comment on him. The only associate that to knows of
RDJY is SCBWARTZ .

In this regard, MOLDOI'SICY offered that SC:PiAA .:Z,
who introduced him to EARL, probably could give a gcodinsight into the background of BACK RJL7 and his family .He stated that SCHWAlITZ possibly lived with the RULI ::'."STEIN
family for a period of time until he, SC-"WARTZ, could gethimself established in the Chicago area after arrivingfrom Canada .

I:OLDOFSKY advised that SCdWARTZ is currently inbusiness as the Gardena Printers, Gardena, California .

I:OLDOFSKY further stated that his brottcr, SIDNEY,is currently in business at the Hovlan Printing Company,
1845 West Cn-ro11, Chicago, Illinois . ! :e stared that to
feels certain that his brother never had any contact withJACK RUBY .
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